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Preface

lorraIne eden – a trIBute

the Progress in International Business research (PIBr) series is an initia-
tive of the european International Business academy, in collaboration with 
emerald group Publishing. since 2014, each volume has been dedicated to an 
International Business (IB) scholar, who has made important and lasting con-
tributions to the scholarly IB community, both in intellectual and institutional 
building terms. the first two tribute volumes were dedicated posthumously to 
pinnacle leaders and beloved figures in the IB field, who had unexpectedly passed 
away at the height of their influence, namely daniël van den Bulcke (university 
of antwerp, Belgium) and alan m. rugman (university of reading, uK). the 
subsequent two volumes were dedicated to institution builders who are still very 
active in the field, namely louis t. Wells (harvard university, usa) and rosalie 
tung (simon fraser university, Canada). In the latter cases, these scholars were 
selected because their scholarly oeuvre represented an almost perfect fit with the 
corresponding research volume’s theme, respectively advances in IB research on 
emerging markets (with a focus on the ‘BrIC (Brazil, russia, India and China)’ 
countries) and distance (with a focus on its cultural and institutional dimen-
sions). the PIBr series aims to publish collections of papers on subject matter 
that is not necessarily considered ‘mainstream’ at the time of research, or that 
requires novel ways of approaching it. the selection of tribute volume awardees 
also signals the editors’ appreciation for innovative, out-of-the-box thinkers in 
the IB research area.

following this tradition, the present volume in the PIBr series also covers 
a relatively new area of research, namely the interaction between multinational 
enterprises (mnes) and the digital and information age. this includes, on the one 
hand, an account of the role that mnes can have in shaping the new age. on the 
other hand, the ‘maturing’ of the Internet creates challenges as well as opportuni-
ties for established, emerging and new mnes, often independently of company 
size or home country. this volume brings together creative contributions from 
mainstream IB scholars, and includes work from scholars in adjacent disciplines, 
such as economic geography, international relations and political science, stra-
tegic management and technology studies. IB as a scholarly discipline always 
faces a challenge when addressing major societal and technological develop-
ments; in particular, those that involve multilevel and multimethod research, and 
placed at the interface between company strategies and government regulation. 
studying the ‘fourth industrial revolution’ is a prime example of such a challenge.  
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IB studies that cover the interface between technology, regulatory regimes and 
business strategy in a rigorous fashion, demand that scholars combine qualitative 
and quantitative insights in a robust manner.

this is where the life-long contributions of lorraine eden deserve particular 
praise. she has contributed immensely to scholarly inquiry into novel and intel-
lectually challenging IB phenomena, and this is the first reason for this tribute. 
lorraine eden is presently a Professor of management and holds the gina and 
anthony Bahr Professor in Business at texas a&m university (usa). she is also 
associated as a faculty member with the Bush school of government and Public 
service at the same institution. her research interests lie, in her own words: ‘at the 
intersection of economics, international business and public policy’. her current 
and past research interests have focused primarily on two areas: transfer pric-
ing (the pricing of transactions among related parties) and strategies of mnes 
to cope with institutional distance, liability of foreignness and the challenges 
of ‘hot spots’ (e.g., conflict zones, corrupt economies, tax havens). her books 
include Taxing Multinationals (1998), Multinationals in North America (1994), 
Retrospectives on Public Finance (1991), Multinationals and Transfer Pricing 
(1985, 2017) and The Economics of Transfer Pricing (2018). lorraine eden’s 170+ 
scholarly publications have earned more than 11,000 citations on google scholar. 
In the period 2005–2015, she ranked fourth as most productive scholar among 
management faculty and the 13th most productive scholar among Business 
school faculty in terms of articles published in 24 ‘journals of distinction’. her 
most influential publications (in terms of citations) cover four very different areas 
of research. these papers signal her broad scholarly interests and willingness to 
collaborate with other researchers: more than 3,500 citations for an AMJ paper 
on emerging economies (hoskisson, eden, lau, & Wright, 2000), 1,400 citations 
for a JIBS paper on IB methods (Chang, Van Witteloostuijn, & eden, 2010), 
and more than 500 citations for both a book chapter (elsevier) contributing to 
the literature on distance and liability of foreignness (eden & miller, 2004), and 
for an AMR article on government corruption and mne strategies (rodriguez, 
uhlenbruck, & eden).

the second reason to pay tribute to lorraine eden is her life-long engagement 
in support of creating a vibrant, global disciplinary community of IB research-
ers. she has done this in many capacities. first, as an active participant in the 
annual meetings organised by the academy of International Business (aIB), 
over a period spanning decades. she was elected as the aIB fellow as early as 
2004, in part because of her lead role in stimulating female participation in the 
IB research community, for instance, by founding the Women in the academy of 
International Business network. second, as the editor-in-chief of JIBS, the top-
ranked journal in the field of international business, whereby she consolidated 
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the status of JIBS as a recognised ‘a’ level outlet in the broader management 
sciences. third, as the 2017–2018 president of the aIB, a scholarly association in 
which she also held a Vice President position during the period 2000–2002. as the 
aIB President elect, she was instrumental in developing Codes of ethics for the 
aIB membership, the aIB leadership and the aIB journals. these codes outline 
standards of professional and ethical conduct and procedures for handling vio-
lations thereof. In an increasingly complex and volatile world, IB scholars must 
abide by the most stringent possible norms of professional conduct and ethical 
behaviour, whereby criteria of scientific integrity are paramount. lorraine eden 
is owed a depth of gratitude for her trailblazing role in this discourse.

the third reason to pay tribute to lorraine eden is her unrelenting focus on the 
societal responsibilities of the IB teacher and scholar, whereby she has never shied 
away from addressing controversial areas of mne involvement. at texas a&m, 
she teaches courses on transfer pricing and mnes. her transfer Pricing aggies 
programme has trained more than 300 masters- and Phd-level students. over 100 
graduates have used this training as a platform to pursue transfer-pricing careers. 
more generally, she has been actively involved in establishing linkages between aca-
demia and society, by participating in a large number of high-level advisory com-
mittees and networks. as one example, in 2015, she acted as a member of the e15 
task force on trade and Investment, an expert task force within the e15 Initiative 
on strengthening the global trade and Investment system for sustainable 
development. Particularly relevant for the topic of the present PIBr volume 
has been her recent (2014–2016) membership of the research advisory network 
to the global Commission on Internet governance. this is a joint project of  
the Centre for International governance Innovation and Chatham house (the 
royal Institute of International affairs), on the future of multistakeholder 
Internet governance. her technical paper for the task force (eden, 2016) estab-
lished clear linkages among digitisation, foreign direct investment and sustainable 
development. lorraine eden’s oeuvre of policy-oriented papers, written during 
the past 35 years, provides a wealth of genuine insight on the complexity of policy 
processes and the impact of public policy, and much of this insight remains as 
relevant today as when these pieces were first composed.

lorraine eden’s paper prepared for this volume (Chapter 1) shows in a very 
personal manner how her scholarship developed over the years and how she man-
aged to relate her research to relevant societal themes and to her service to the 
wider IB community. We hope that lorraine eden’s account of her personal jour-
ney, which truly reflects the philosophy of ‘service above self ’, may inspire the 
coming generation of IB scholars to follow in her footsteps.

the editors,
rob van tulder, alain Verbeke and lucia Piscitello
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1

IntroduCtIon: 
InternatIonal BusIness In 
the InformatIon and dIgItal 
age – an oVerVIeW of themes 
and Challenges

rob van tulder, alain Verbeke and lucia Piscitello

1. IntroductIon: a challengIng agenda
the emergence of the “information and digital age” is rapidly changing the face of 
international business (IB) activity (alcacer, Cantwell, & Piscitello, 2016; friedman, 
2005). some call the present stage of transition the “third industrial revolution” 
(rifkin, 2011), others refer to it as the “fourth industrial revolution,” Industry 4.0, 
or the “digital” or “new economy” (schwab, 2016). there appears to be broad agree-
ment on the fundamental and “disruptive” nature of the ongoing transformation.

features relevant for IB studies, which have been suggested as characterizing 
the new age, include: organizational decentralization (ghoshal & Bartlett, 1998), 
vertical disintegration and specialization (langlois, 2003), modularity (Baldwin & 
Clark, 2000), flexibility (Volberda, 1998), accelerated knowledge creation, exchange 
or diffusion, and increased knowledge complexity (foss & Pedersen, 2004), inter-
organizational collaboration and openness (Chesbrough, 2003), various kinds of 
networks (ghoshal & Bartlett, 1990; Zander, 2002), new manufacturing technolo-
gies (laplume, Petersen, & Pearce, 2016), and new business models leading to a 
“(digital) platform” or “network economy” (Kenney & Zysman, 2016).

Institutional settings have also evolved alongside the new wave of technologi-
cal innovation, leading to changes across countries in the mechanisms responsible 
for standardization, intellectual property rights protection, and the institutional 
conditions fostering individual and local creativity (mowery, 2009). the rules of 
the competitive game (north, 1990) are changing. Consequently, new regulatory 
challenges have appeared – requiring a new take on not only what constitutes 

International Business in the Information and digital age
Progress in International Business research, volume 13, 1–13
copyright © 2019 by emerald Publishing limited
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effective industrial and trade policies, but also on effective privatization and liber-
alization measures. many of the new organizational forms around the world that 
shape the digital (Internet) economy have benefited from two particular regula-
tory characteristics: (1) the absence of government regulation and involvement 
at a global scale and (2) the introduction of hybrid governance structures for 
the Internet. In particular, the creation of the Internet Corporation for assigned 
names and numbers (ICann) in 1998 as a private, non-profit making and pub-
lic benefit corporation signaled a new approach to global governance. ICann 
succeeded in taking over the centralized coordination and management of the 
Internet’s domain name system from the united states government (muldoon, 
aviel, reitano, & sullivan, 2011) – thus, facilitating a much more rapid spread of 
the Internet than had previously been thought possible. The Economist (July 12, 
2017) talks about an “era of digital exceptionalism,” in which online platforms 
in america, and to some extent in europe, “have been inhabiting a parallel legal 
universe (… in which) they are not legally responsible, either for what their users 
do or for the harm that their services can cause in the real world.”

Compared with the early twenty-first century, the rapid global spread of the dig-
ital age to almost all corners of the world has raised the competitive and regulatory 
stakes. Consequently, the argument is also mounting that many of the new organi-
zational forms have become either too dominant – because of being concentrated 
in the hand of a few multinational enterprises (mnes) – or are undermining local 
regulatory regimes and social contracts (see also, Chapter 3 of this book). the for-
mer relates to the dominant position of a limited number of digital network com-
panies such as google, apple, or amazon (moore & tambini, 2018). the latter 
relates to new business models deployed by centralized platform companies such as 
uber, facebook, alibaba, or airbnb. In response, some regulatory agencies have 
started enacting antitrust laws to push back on the dominance of a limited number 
of digital age companies. Witness for instance the €4.3 billion fine imposed in July 
2018 by the european Commission on google for abusing its dominant (network) 
position to discriminate against rivals (and, thus, in the longer run lowering the 
innovative potential of the Internet). this fine was the largest antitrust penalty 
ever – and reminiscent of comparable antitrust cases against earlier carriers of the 
information age, such as microsoft in the 1990s. airbnb and uber are centralized 
platforms that are increasingly criticized for undermining local safety regulations 
(to be respected by hotels) or minimum wage conventions (to be respected by tax 
drivers). the Chinese government’s monitoring of its citizens, and the role played 
by leading mnes such as alibaba and tencent, has triggered other concerns over 
the “neutrality of the net” – which in its original setup had been favorable to maxi-
mizing (democratic) participation across the world. But, in a 2018 uK parliamen-
tary committee report, facebook and twitter have been accused of “undermining 
democracy” through a systematic manipulation of information, and usage of pri-
vate information of their subscribers for commercial goals.

a new “breed” of mnes (e.g., Brouthers, geisser, & rothlauf, 2016) and busi-
ness models (Baden-fuller & haefliger, 2013) is rapidly developing, and redefin-
ing the boundaries of what constitutes a firm and a society. the extent to which 
this contributes to positive or negative transition processes, is open to debate.  
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The Economist (June 30, 2018) has argued that, while “the Internet was meant to 
make the world a less centralized place (…) the opposite has happened.” they even 
quote tim Berners-lee, the inventor of the world-wide-web (www), who stated 
that the Internet “has failed to deliver the positive, constructive society many of 
us had hoped for.” the main criticism is that the Internet has become much more 
centralized than originally envisaged, and is dominated by a few giant firms, in 
particular from the united states and China, such as facebook, amazon, apple, 
google, alibaba, and tencent. the positive and negative impacts of the informa-
tion and digital age are in any case heavily influenced by the strategies adopted by 
leading enterprises. a key characteristic of these enterprises is their multinational 
nature. analysis of the interactions between the shape of the information age 
and mne strategies has thus become an important area of study for IB scholars.

2. the status of IB research
the IB discipline is faced with a sizable challenge: how to cover these trends and come 
up with meaningful, robust, and timely insights. two chapters in this volume assess 
the present status of the scientific discourse as covered by IB studies (Chapters 4 and 
5). they come to contradictory conclusions: hazlehurst and Brouthers (Chapter 3) 
argue that the interest shown in new information and communication technologies 
by IB and strategy scholars is far lower than that of marketing and information 
systems scholars. müllner and filatotchev (Chapter 4), on the other hand, present a 
more positive assessment of the status of IB research in analyzing the effects of the 
information age on firm-level internationalization strategies.

Both chapters use different methodologies to cover the literature; thus, we 
complemented their search with a more focused check on the way seven1 of the 
leading IB journals over the 1990–2018 period have covered key concepts within 
three dimensions of the information and digital age:

1. The organizational dimension: specific functional concepts related to the infor-
mation age like “algorithm,” “artificial intelligence,” and “e-commerce” have 
received some attention in IB journals. most articles on e-commerce already 
appeared in the 2001–2003 period as part of a special issue of Journal of 
International Business studies (JIBs) (de la torre & moxon, 2001; lynch &  
Beck, 2001; oxley & Yeung, 2001; singh & Kundu, 2002), to be followed by a 
new batch of studies that were triggered by the entry of Chinese e-commerce 
companies (shen & Kim, 2016). In the early twenty-first century, some stud-
ies also appeared on the role of Information and communications technology 
(ICt) on the international organization of companies – for instance in innova-
tion (santangelo, 2001). In IB studies, algorithms have primarily functioned 
as a methodology, rather than as a topic of research. linking the influence of 
major Internet companies like facebook and google to their use of algorithms 
has hardly reached mainstream IB research (cf., allen & aldred, 2013). the 
same applies to the topic of artificial intelligence, which is  primarily used as an 
analytical technique (e.g., neural network analysis, see Veiga, lubatkin, Calori, 
Very, & tung, 2000), rather than studied as a new tool to organize business.
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2. The regulatory dimension: more generic and governance-related concepts like 
“cyberspace” (Ching & ellis, 2006; Kobrin, 2001) or “industry 4.0” (strange & 
Zucchella, 2017) have been haphazardly covered by IB scholars. the most pop-
ular concept has been that of “platform,” which has traditionally been used in 
the context of “export platforms,” but has recently been linked to the Internet 
revolution, either from the perspective of companies (ojala, evers, & rialp, 
2018) or from the perspective of activists who organize themselves digitally 
against mnes (Benmamoun, Kalliny, & Cropf, 2012; fiorito, 2005; lewis, 
2005). more controversial governance concepts, such as “net neutrality,” have 
not received any attention in the IB discourse yet. although research on intel-
lectual property rights and competition policies has been prolific – with a few 
exceptions (Brander, Cui, & Vertinsky, 2017; Ivus, Park, & saggi, 2017; Peng, 
ahlstrom, Carraher, & shi, 2017) – largely unrelated to the companies that 
lead the Internet revolution and that are criticized for protecting their domi-
nant position through sheltering their source codes and intellectual property.

3. The case study/corporate dimension: Conducting case studies represent a valua-
ble approach for the analysis of new empirical phenomena. specific information 
and digital era mnes are coming of age – in particular, mnes from the united 
states and China. since 2011, IB scholars have been looking at the american 
companies at a modest scale and mostly adopting a critical perspective (roberts 
& dörrenbächer, 2016). half of the papers that have been published since 
2010 on companies such as facebook, google, uber, and airbnb (and to a 
lesser extent, microsoft) have appeared in issues of Critical Perspectives on 
International Business. the coverage of Chinese information and digital mnes 
has been more limited, and primarily focused on alibaba and tencent (Brander 
et al., 2017; shen & Kim, 2016; strange & Zucchella, 2017).

Part of the problem of adequately taking stock of present IB research on the 
information and digital age is related to the delineation of a relevant research field: 
where to start; where to draw the boundary. sizable empirical gaps must be covered, 
but the pervasive character of the information and digital age raises many questions 
on how to study mne strategies: what actually defines the “ICt sector”; how rel-
evant are countries (home or host) in this digital age; and how to look at traditional 
value chains. studying mnes in the digital age requires new types of benchmark-
ing as to what constitutes a successful strategy and corporate social responsibility, 
and this may also influence the foundations of mainstream IB theory.

3. toPIcs for the Present IB dIscourse
for the IB discipline, the information and digital age presents a new research 
agenda of themes that has empirical as well as theoretical repercussions. as 
regards empirics, it important to understand the rise of new mne types. In terms 
of theory, the role of new information and digital management tools, and the link-
ages with regulations affecting IB, will undoubtedly affect mainstream theorizing 
on the mne. the following themes would appear to be particularly relevant:
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•	 Information and communication technologies have given rise to both a new 
type of firms offering a platform for users to interact with each other and gen-
erate value through user co-creation of content, and to new business models. 
What defines the success of these business models from an international and 
comparative perspective?

•	 The international fragmentation of production systems and the geographic dis-
persion of  the value chain have opened up novel opportunities and related 
growth scenarios for new actors. how has the relative importance of loca-
tion factors and geographical hierarchies changed? how are emerging mar-
ket countries capturing these opportunities to catch up and shift their role in 
global supply/value chains? how have recent processes of back-sourcing and 
back-shoring been affected (and possibly facilitated) by the information and 
digital age?

•	 Increasing de-verticalization and modularity of  products and processes foster 
complex and dispersed network organizations. how do firms manage multi-
faceted portfolios, including various forms of corporate partnering, external 
collaboration, and non-equity forms across borders? What governance struc-
tures have been adopted to manage cross-country inter-organizational net-
works? What creative value chain orchestration and governance approaches 
are needed in this landscape?

•	 how do changes in the international economic, technological, and social envi-
ronments create new opportunities and roles for small and medium-sized enter-
prises (SMEs), international new ventures, international entrepreneurship, and 
global start-ups? Conversely, what is the evolution in the role of large, global 
companies when they metamorphose from being primary producers and dis-
tributors to becoming aggregators? have they successfully developed a new 
capacity to act as knowledge and capability coordinators or integrators?

•	 technological revolutions and the transformation of  industrial struc-
tures: how do information and communication, as well as new digital 
technologies, change sectoral boundaries (e.g., between manufacturing and 
non-manufacturing industries), deconstruct traditional industries, and 
stimulate the emergence of  new sectors and/or cross-industry convergence? 
are reallocation and recombination of  innovative efforts among inter-
national intra-firm and external actors facilitated by these new, general-
purpose technologies? how do changes in sectoral boundaries impact 
corporate diversification and stimulate new organizational forms to man-
age geographic dispersion?

•	 organizations evolve and adapt to their technological and institutional envi-
ronments, and these changes are not unidirectional. What are the conditions 
enabling the (harmonious) co-evolution of mne international networks with 
their institutional environment and policy context? What is the role of country-
specific institutional systems? do changes in the relationship between the pub-
lic and private spheres, such as public–private partnerships, play different roles 
in different industries and countries?

•	 how, and to what extent, does the emergence of new manufacturing technolo-
gies, the Internet of Things, 3D printing (Additive Manufacturing), and Industry 
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4.0 lead to the international reorganization of production networks? how, and 
to what extent, do information technologies and increasing flexibility impact 
upon labor market and employment practices?

•	 are new forms of national or regional regulation necessary? how to take into 
account the different regulatory environments from which some of the leading 
companies are developing their network and internationalization strategies? 
In particular, the difference between the leading united states and Chinese 
companies has received attention. But, at present, the european union is pro-
viding the most advanced regulatory environment in dealing with privacy con-
siderations. What will happen if  the principle of “net neutrality” was treated 
differently around the world?

•	 Can the global, hybrid regulatory regime be sustained? the regulatory “void” 
that enabled hybrid forms of regulation (through ICann, in particular) to 
mature will probably not be sustained due to increasing tensions between 
lead companies that represent different regulatory systems. What will be the 
implications for other regulatory agencies, that is, in the context of intellectual 
property (the World Intellectual Property organization) or new digital forms 
of payment (like crypto-currencies that have an impact on, for instance, the 
effectiveness of Basel III banking regulations).

•	 Can the same network effects be created after some companies lose their  
dominant position? What will happen in case hybrid regulations lose their 
legitimacy?

4. thIs volume: exPlorIng new areas  
for IB research

this PIBr Volume #13 provides a first effort to address some of the aforemen-
tioned themes. It is dedicated to exploring the new opportunities and challenges 
that the information and digital age have created for established mnes, small and 
medium sized mnes, international new ventures, and global start-ups, as well 
as for developing and developed countries. some mnes actively shape this era, 
while some are heavily influenced by the coming-of age of the information and 
digital age. this volume focuses, in particular, on the interaction between mne 
strategies and the shape of the information and digital age along four tracks: Part 
I takes stock of trends and explores new concepts and theoretical approaches, 
needed to fully cover the role played by mnes in the information and digital 
age. Part II looks at present trends from an “entrepreneurial” perspective: what 
strategies are employed in what areas and why? Part III zooms in on a number 
of functional areas of management that are particularly susceptible to influences 
of the information and digital age: employees, services, and value chains. Part 
IV takes a step back and includes a number of chapters that take a more macro-
economic, theoretical, and regulatory point of view: what does “industry 4.0” 
look like, whether from a comparative perspective or at different levels of regula-
tion and organization?
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5. Part I: trends, concePtualIzatIons, and 
theoretIcal develoPments

Chapter 2 provides a conceptual framework for most of the other chapters. In 2017, 
united nations Conference on trade and development (unCtad) produced a 
timely “World Investment report” on the digital economy. Bolwijn, Casella, and 
Zhan use the classifications that were developed in that report to further chan-
nel their research efforts, understand trends, and define the challenges for policy 
areas such as taxation and investment policies. they argue that a deep re-think of 
the mne internationalization theory is needed to explain the transformations at 
work in international production as a result of digitization. they show that digital 
mnes represent by far the most dynamic and pervasive players among the world’s 
largest multinationals. It has become imperative to follow these firms’ strategies 
and understand their impacts on the global economy.

Chapters 3 and 4 build upon these ambitions: on the basis of a systematic litera-
ture reviews to (a) identify relevant research that has considered the use by mnes of 
new information and communication technologies (hazlehurst & Brouthers, Chapter 
3), and (b) identify fundamental external uncertainties for mnes related to the infor-
mation age that require particular strategies (mullner & filatochev, Chapter 4). Both 
chapters employ different search approaches, which make their conclusions largely 
complementary. hazlehurst and Brouthers conclude that the study of ICt as a man-
agement tool in internationalization processes has not really kept pace with their 
actual implementation. the chapter, therefore, focuses primarily on identifying rele-
vant research areas for IB and strategy researchers; in particular, in such areas as loca-
tion choice, internationalization processes, and entry mode decisions. the authors’ 
implicit message, however, is that IB scholars can learn a lot from other research dis-
ciplines such as marketing and information systems research. mullner and filatochev 
develop a more integrated approach to the various functional areas of management 
that are influenced by new stakeholder relations, and by the various degrees of uncer-
tainty. they use recent developments in the information age as a relevant context for 
identifying six relevant IB themes: peer-to-peer communication, crowd-based organi-
zations, changed industry dynamics (favoring small innovative firms), collaborative 
(networking) strategies, connectivity, artificial intelligence, and blockchain.

Chapter 5 by Cantwell and salmon provides a largely theoretical account of the 
new complexities that mnes face in the information age. they focus, in particular, 
on the way in which knowledge re-combinations can be influenced by two dimen-
sions of distance: disparate knowledge fields and distinct geographic locations. they 
argue that little research has been done on this in the innovation strategy litera-
ture. the information age creates new potential for creating informal networks. one 
challenge for mnes is to organize these informal, relational networks over longer 
 distances – thereby linking formal governance structure and informal networks.

6. Part II: entrePreneurIal strategIes
the four chapters in this part consider the more dynamic and entrepreneurial aspects 
of the information age. laplume (Chapter 6) takes a look at the phenomenon of 
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“initial coin offerings” (ICos). the phenomenon of bitcoins is related to the use of 
blockchain technology. In this chapter, he links ICos to the well-known topic in IB 
research of “born global” start-ups. the entrepreneurial challenge for blockchain 
start-ups is that they need to solve the problem of network effects – that is, how to 
create critical mass for a product or service that is not regulated by banks or other 
authorities. this not only presents particular challenges, but also opportunities to 
the internationalization of the business model.

eduardsen (Chapter 7) focuses on the effect of e-commerce on internationaliza-
tion processes. he uses the uppsala process model of internationalization and his 
chapter is one of the few in this volume that actually tries to link a study of corporate 
strategies in the information and digital age to mainstream IB theory. the uppsala 
model is largely one of entrepreneurial decisions, in this case, around the use of the 
Internet as a means to provide information about the firm. this chapter uses a rich 
and extensive database, and reaches conclusions supported by statistically signifi-
cant results. an interesting conclusion is for instance that – for smes – using the 
Internet facilitates international transactions and diversification. But, e-commerce 
does not automatically results in higher degrees of internationalization.

Jia, Kenney, and Zysman (Chapter 8) attempt to understand and document the 
(entrepreneurial) motives of Chinese digital platforms to internationalize. their 
strategies cannot be separated from the impact of the home market and related 
government influence. their chapter provides an important contribution to the 
discussion on new business models in the information age. Platform competition 
presents different managerial logics as compared to traditional markets, whereby 
success is characterized by strong network effects, winner-take-all dynamics, 
increasing returns, and lock-in outcomes. these elements are highlighted in the 
context of Chinese platform companies. effects can be noted on their general 
strategies, but perhaps even more so on their internationalization strategies. the 
chapter primarily covers three Chinese platform firms: tennent, alibaba, and 
Baidu. But, it also considers the extent to which these examples can be generalized 
to other Chinese platform firms, and what this implies for the study of interna-
tionalization processes of Chinese firms in general. the conclusions on platform 
and networking effects are generalizable beyond Chinese information companies.

In Chapter 9, Costa e silva and elo present a condensed and exploratory case 
study, in the business-to-business area. the entrepreneurial element in this chap-
ter is highlighted, inter alia, by the search for managerial capabilities in the realm 
of new ventures and digital relationship management. the authors present a case 
study that illustrates how a firm can progress in relationship management, for 
instance, through building up trust through a particular social media strategy. 
they conclude that neither national context, nor small size, necessarily need to 
be impediments to internationalization, provided that companies can develop a 
sophisticated combination of “digital layers” of business relationships.

7. Part III: functIonal strategIes
the information age also has repercussions for functional areas of management. a 
first, concrete example can be found in the creation of online marketplaces for talent. 
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Chapter 10 by Caspin-Wagener, massini, and lewin looks at this issue from different 
levels of analysis, and assesses the new ways in which work in general, and innovation-
related work in particular, is being organized. the authors identified more than one 
hundred online platforms in the science, technology, engineering, and math arena 
that operate as brokers or intermediaries between employers and freelancers. little is 
known on the actual operation and effects of these online platforms, and the authors, 
therefore, explored the key dynamics and events driving the development of these 
online marketplaces, the types of innovation-related work brokered by these plat-
forms, as well as the geographic dispersion of users and earnings. the chapter uses an 
extensive database (with over 23 million registered users), as well as extensive research 
on other platforms. the chapter provides a rich analysis of the present use of these 
platforms for innovation and human resource management processes, for instance, 
by describing how external knowledge is engaged in internal innovation processes, 
and the related incentive and reward system needed to make such engagement work.

a second concrete application of information technologies can be found in the 
integration of “smart services” in a business-to-business context. Kamp (Chapter 11)  
uses an exploratory multiple-case method to find out whether companies in the 
machine tool industry can get a firmer grip on their installed base through the 
application of “Industry 4.0” practices and whether this allows them to get a 
firmer grip on their international (service) business. the results are positive, but 
do depend on the ability to capitalize on these advanced services – for instance, 
the positive effects are moderated by the willingness of buyers to pay for the extra 
service. the author concludes that the expectation described in the existing litera-
ture of advanced services becoming subject to market pull, may be elusive. the 
motivation to add smart services based on Industry 4.0 practices should therefore 
come primarily from the supplier, rather than the buyer.

a final and very concrete application of the information age can be found in 
new production techniques, such as “additive manufacturing” (am). this is also 
known as 3d printing: joining materials in a layer-upon-layer manufacturing pro-
cess. the authors of this chapter make clear that their approach is broader because 
it refers to any professional production technique based on layered processes that 
are clearly distinct from conventional manufacturing methods based on subtrac-
tive processes. In Chapter 12, Buonfede, felice, lampertia, and Piscitello present 
evidence on the influence of am on a country’s position in global value chains. 
the main predicted impact of am is that it may reduce incentives for firms to off-
shore phases of the production process. am technologies reduce the potential of 
exploiting scale economies and achieving labor cost reductions by moving abroad. 
the statistical analysis in this chapter indeed suggests a negative and statistically 
significant relationship between am adoption and global value chain participa-
tion. future research, especially building upon case-based evidence, should help 
specify the conditions under which this expectation is likely to materialize.

8. Part Iv: IndustrY 4.0
the four chapters in the final part of this volume concentrate largely on 
the regulatory context – or the Industry 4.0 “ecosystem” – and its impact on 
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internationalization strategies of individual companies, clusters, and networks of 
companies and science parks.

Chapter 13 by Wu and gereffi builds upon the digital ecosystem concept as 
defined by unCtad staff  (Chapter 3) to compare two different Internet govern-
ance systems – namely those of the united states and China – and its impact on 
the business model and internationalization strategies. It focuses on two exem-
plary and leading shapers of their home country digital economies – amazon 
and alibaba. the strategies of these companies encompass much more than 
e-commerce: they leverage more systemic aspects of the digital economy such 
as platforms. the authors identify interaction effects between national systems 
and corporate strategies, especially with regard to controversial areas of national 
Internet ecosystem governance. Important interactions can be found in the realm 
of: (1) cybersecurity and national autonomy (in China related to the great fire 
Wall); (2) privacy and real-name verification; and (3) the Chinese policy to have a 
“special management share” in Internet corporations. as a consequence, impor-
tant national differences appear between the united states and China, which – 
through the international operations of lead corporations such as amazon and 
alibaba – will likely have major implications on the global digital ecosystem.

Chiavesio and romanello (Chapter 14) consider comparable developments 
from the perspective or a european country, Italy. they look at the consequences 
of the introduction of Industry 4.0 technologies for the internationalization of 16 
manufacturing exporting companies. they find a much less straightforward rela-
tionship between industry 4.0 and internationalization than might be expected 
from the extant literature. for most of the companies adopting 4.0 technologies, 
it was a logical next step, following a long tradition of investments in technol-
ogy and innovation. It can be concluded from this research that for established 
european companies, Industry 4.0 technologies are used primarily to sustain 
their existing position, but not necessarily to improve their position in new areas.

götz and Jankowska (Chapter 15) further explore the role of clusters in the 
fourth industrial revolution. In a largely theoretical chapter, they argue that clus-
ters provide mechanisms and functionalities that are well aligned with features of 
Industry 4.0 manufacturing. Clusters and Industry 4.0 are compatible, not con-
tradictory. smes can implement Industry 4.0 manufacturing principles (and the 
related use of the Internet) better if  they are embedded in a cluster. the authors 
argue that this also has consequences for the spatial distribution of activities. 
Industry 4.0 clusters create platforms of collaboration and alliances, but stripped 
from their geographical attributes, much in contrast with michael Porter’s out-
dated thinking. Industry 4.0 clusters need not be location-specific, nor geographi-
cally concentrated.

the final contribution in this fourth part (Chapter 16) considers another type 
of networking and ecosystem build-up, in support of Industry 4.0, namely the 
creation and internationalization of science parks. tomelin, amal, Zen, and 
arrabito present an exploratory study of three science parks located in the south 
of Brazil. science parks are an important component of national and regional 
innovation ecosystems. In particular, in developing countries, they are consid-
ered a distinct milieu, within which social and institutional processes emerge. 
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the authors apply (social) network theory, as well as an upgraded uppsala inter-
nationalization approach, to take into account the relationships and synergy 
among the actors in the local ecosystem. they find that the internationalization 
of Brazilian science parks and their tenants has been based primarily on inter-
national partnerships with comparable ecosystems: other science parks, business 
incubators and international institutions and organizations that govern science 
parks around the world.

9. conclusIons: the Quest for an uPgraded  
IB dIctIonarY

the combined chapters of this volume – whether exploratory, conceptual, case-
based, or data-based – demonstrate that we need to expand the “dictionary” of 
IB scholars. some of the most pervasive and impactful trends related to the infor-
mation and digital age require: (1) accounting for the novel international growth 
strategies of companies such as amazon, alibaba, and many still unnamed, 
start-up companies. these start-ups often utilize business models that provide the 
potential for becoming true “born globals” in the Internet age; (2) introducing 
new spheres of regulation and public policy, in general, not only to address the 
opportunities and challenges posed by bitcoins, blockchain technology, 3d print-
ing, etc., but also to provide effective oversight in the realm of domain names 
and rights to security and privacy; (3) adopting new concepts in business model 
analysis, such as platforms, crowdsourcing, additive manufacturing; and (4) con-
tributing to new, great societal debates; for instance, around intellectual property 
rights and privacy protection. the index of this volume provides some indication 
as to where the requisite, new dictionary is growing in substance. the volume also 
demonstrates that our journey into this new era – a new society, new business 
models, the need for new IB scholarship, has only just begun.

note
1. the seven journals include: Journal of International Business Studies, International 
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